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	Co-author of this book, and early member of the SilverStripe open source community.


	It wasn’t too long ago when a fellow developer at work asked me to look at his screen. He had stumbled across some new technology, and asked: ‘Hey, have you heard about this?’ All too often such questions are answered with a ‘Yeah. Completely useless!’, but sometimes the answer is ‘No’. It’s in those times that a feeling of anxiety creeps in – did I miss a potentially groundbreaking development on the Internet? In this case I decided to defer my answer, and stopped what I was doing to investigate further.


	It’s a good thing to keep in mind that in our current working environment every person is basically a human content-filter who must grapple with the daily excess of digital information. New products and ideas confront us so often, they don’t get the attention they deserve. Hence, a presentation of a ‘cool new thing’ has only a few seconds of your attention in which to grab your interest, as every marketing guy will tell you.


	As you might have guessed, my colleague was showing me SilverStripe for the first time, and he succeeded in quickly gathering my interest. The fact that you’re reading this book probably means that you’re starting with a certain eagerness towards this ‘new thing’, too.
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Linux Cluster Architecture (Kaleidoscope)Sams Publishing, 2002
Cluster computers provide a low-cost alternative to multiprocessor systems for many applications. Building a cluster computer is within the reach of any computer user with solid C programming skills and a knowledge of operating systems, hardware, and networking. This book leads you through the design and assembly of such a system, and shows you how...
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Getting Started with oVirt 3.3Packt Publishing, 2013

	A practical guide to successfully implementing and calibrating oVirt 3.3, a feature-rich, open source server virtualization platform


	Overview

	
		Understand and master the internal arrangement of oVirt
	
		Quickly install and configure the oVirt virtualization environment
	
		Create your...
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Microsoft Word 2010 CompleteCourse Technology PTR, 2010

	Microsoft Word 2010 Complete, part of the Origins Series, provides a thorough introduction of Microsoft Word 2010 skills to beginning learners. This text includes features that make learning easy and enjoyable, yet challenging for students. Students will be engaged with activities that range from simulations to case studies that challenge and...
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Access Database Design & Programming: What You Really Need to Know to Develop with Access (Nutshell Handbooks)O'Reilly, 1997

	
		When using software products with graphical interfaces, we frequently focus so much on the details of how to use the interface that we forget about the more general concepts that allow us to understand and put the software to effective use. This is particularly true of a powerful database product like Microsoft Access. Novice, and...
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Essential Tools for Management Consulting: Tools, Models and Approaches for Clients and ConsultantsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	The second book in the Essential Tools For series… on the topic of Management Consulting


	Based on Simon Burtonshaw-Gunn's successful The Essential Management Toolbox, this book focuses in greater depth on the topic of Management Consulting. This second book looks at how a management consultant needs...
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Running Mainframe z on Distributed Platforms: How to Create Robust Cost-Efficient Multiplatform z EnvironmentsApress, 2014

	Running Mainframe z on Distributed Platforms reveals alternative techniques not covered by IBM for creatively adapting and enhancing multi-user IBM zPDT environments so that they are more friendly, stable, and reusable than those envisaged by IBM. The enhancement processes and methodologies taught in this book yield multiple...
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